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So far we have understood a rigorous safety formalism
which can compute automatically unsafe states the

safety controller even under the presence of otheragents
Whatdoes this have to do with human behavior prediction

Well baked into our safety analysis is already one

human prediction model

Hamilton Jacobi Variational Inequality HTI VI

min elx V x t It maymain3 foxin d
V x t IN

Here we modelled the other agent d who could be the human

as a worst case adversary This agent chooses their action deD

Two key assumptions about

humanbehavior

1
advery maximin

human
2 willing to do anything
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A predictive humanmodel is a map P fromhistory of
observations 00 ᵗ to the futurebehaviorof the human

PCO IIIL EI PCO
on

a observations can be

XH

O XA Xp

ix a c
tomatoes

0 XI XI XI I Xp C

I
2 the predicted states or actions could be represented

non deterministically of probabilistically

EE
D EEi i

TxT P O0 tYff probabilistic



3 frequently you will see actions outputby P instead

of states What are pros cons of each

PCoot part IÉFi

baking in thedynamis if P is NN then this is
or transitionfine an easier wayto get

dynamically feasible prediction
compatible w robot planners sinceyou will just rollout unit
directly w model instead ofNN havingto

learn dynamics as well

key Rudenkoet al 2019

P C

Physics basedModels primary guidancefor P is just x ̅ fix u
and And hell or heuristic n

ALconstantvelocity prediction this is THEbaseline tobeat

P 00t a
Hit

in a I testti T

simple not good long horizon behavior

canbereasonable no multi agent interaction
on short thoriz

not safe robust all thetime



BL robust physics based prediction gbtaggetfff.tt that
human could

man

FORWARDREACHABLE SET FRS set of all states a system flxin
can reach startingfrom an initial state in L in T timesteps

FRS t y MGEELE EL t f
robust strongassurances computationally challenging dualto BRT

qy q gYf I
typically doesn't considermultiagentinteraction

quite pessimistic humancoulddo ANYTHING

Planning based prediction Idea is that agents like ppl
are goal objective driven If we know what the person'sgod objective

is andtheir optimization process we can predict them

P doit to a
it

eg.orgTHtxt uitt t
Rationalityassumption human optimizes acts under their objective thinking

about theimpactof It on thefuture



Irises
an what optimizer is human using if eg argmax

Q2 what objective are they optimizing I egRH

we will take perspective of RL optimal ctrl for Q1

man mgyafx.unua e xatx.ua
QEX UA RH UH If it

Fyffta a
it

aging
RRA x ma it Pontryagin MaxPrinciple

Foundtray perhaps personreplans somefixedfreq
Yifththeclass

pinverse re

But whogives us This is Q2 This is where IRL comes

into play

IDEAL x int Xt up sequenceofstatesactionsovertime

ftp.T
Given observations data of behavior find
the reward function Rit which best explains

the data GED

PEM mayfit Yield the same behavior90

72081Eur
MaxEnt IRL assume the demos are drawnfrom somedistribution

9psPC instead of aggy
let'sfindthis distribution which makes



minimal assumptions about behavior while still matching 9b D

recall entropy uncertainty Finding PCI that mediates

entropy over 9 subjectto matching the demo data we

preferffing will avoid favoringany particular 9 tray over another one
so long as they satisfy the featurematching constraints

my f P 7 109PM d

sit 4,419
mate

List S 9 dg 1

P G 0 pge If
spanof all trajectories

p
thisisourpredmodel

known we justneed tolearn0

Here is the onlyparan weneed to learn
Can befound via

o argmix 19P E o

sampleefficient bh structurecoma paan aafftf.fi
i

fairly compefficientto learn in IDI f ftp.I Ieasy to pair w planningdecisionmaking

RH representation is LINEAR combo ofOt 3
what are therightfeature

whatabouthistory non makian I fff.fi


